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# RESPONSES DATE

1 dr munjal saved my life- he listened to me and sent me straight to hospital. 1/25/2018 3:13 PM

2 All GP's are very efficient 1/25/2018 3:11 PM

3 sometimes the receptionist shout which doesnt help with privacy Surgery has improved why do
prescriptions have a review date when it doesn't happen?

1/25/2018 3:09 PM

4 everything is brilliant 1/25/2018 3:02 PM

5 it is difficult talking to dr's on the phone regarding personal problems 1/25/2018 3:00 PM

6 All the staff are good it is a pleasure dealing with them, i hope they all have a merry christmas 1/25/2018 2:59 PM

7 i find the care i have received all my life from this practice to be first class. 1/25/2018 2:59 PM

8 I will admit in the past i have believed that is it very difficult getting an appointment with a GP,
however now the triage system has come into place myself and my children have been seen
without any difficulty. The receptionists have improved over the last few years too.

1/25/2018 2:56 PM

9 why can we not make a face to face appointment over the phone as has always been the case.
Some of us work and are not always able to receive a call back

1/25/2018 2:55 PM

10 it would be nice to be able to make an appointment for a different day in advance 1/25/2018 2:54 PM

11 The call back system is sometimes not good. Being at work and receiving a call from a Doctor to
discuss personal symptoms is embarrassing.

1/25/2018 2:51 PM

12 The practice could save money by giving an appointment when a patient telephones instead of
getting the doctor to ring back to decide whether an appointment is necessary, people would not
request an appointment if they did not feel was necessary.

1/25/2018 2:48 PM

13 you cant always say what you want to say as you can be overheard 1/25/2018 2:43 PM

14 I found that whenever I have rang in the morning they are always quick to ring back with an
appointment. and helpful on the phone. The last dr that I saw was very patient sending me for
tests that i needed.

1/25/2018 2:39 PM

15 we cannot fault the care from clee medical centre 1/25/2018 2:36 PM

16 no problems happy here 1/25/2018 2:27 PM

17 you have to fight a receptionist to get and appointment i would rather go back to waiting 2 weeks to
get an appointment

1/25/2018 2:25 PM

18 everyone i have spoken to has been very helpful 1/25/2018 2:17 PM

19 Dr Mike is marvellous 1/25/2018 2:16 PM

20 Some receptionists are very helpful but some can come across rude and abrupt. i don't think that
you should need to tell the receptionist what and why you are wanting to see a dr.

1/25/2018 2:14 PM

21 Some Doctors are more understanding than others. Dr Mike is the best, and he gets things sorted. 1/25/2018 2:11 PM

22 don't think the receptionists need to know why you want to speak to a DR 1/25/2018 2:11 PM

23 never any appointments for at least a week. Phone call service is not always convenient. 1/25/2018 2:10 PM

24 nurses are exceptional, treat you like a person and remember you 1/25/2018 2:10 PM

25 on my last attempt to get an appointment the time on my phone was £25 before i got speak to
someone

1/25/2018 2:05 PM

26 on my last attempt to get an appointment this time on was £25 before i got to speak to someone 1/25/2018 1:23 PM

27 good overall 1/25/2018 1:09 PM
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28 Thank you. All most excellent 1/25/2018 1:07 PM

29 not all drs are polite and understanding . I do not think you should have to discuss your problems
with receptionists when booking an appointment. I dont think you have enough time with the drs
and if you havent explained before hand any other problems you have before hand most dr's arnt
interested and tell you to make another appointment and rushing you out because your times up

1/25/2018 12:00 PM

30 it is difficult for the elderly who try to speak to someone on the phone in the morning. they cant get
through have to keep ringing.

1/25/2018 11:54 AM

31 go back to the 8am waiting to see a dr 1/25/2018 11:52 AM

32 even though i find the service overall good, i do find if i need to make an appointment for my
daughter and i have to work, the call back doesn't work as well as walk in as could get grandparent
or older sibling for that

1/25/2018 11:46 AM

33 phone system is terrible. virtually impossible to make an appointment over the phone. if the dr you
request is unavailable, the call is ended and you have to phone back and try another gp. Then
again if that Dr is unavailable you have to call back back again. Would be so much easier to revert
back to speaking to a person rather than an automated very poor service.

1/25/2018 11:38 AM

34 Sheryl is very good at her job, treated the twins and myself greatly - credit to the practice. 1/25/2018 11:15 AM

35 although you speak to gp or nurse over the phone I do have worries about my condition and not
being able to see a GP, when i turn up for something else the surgery is empty

1/25/2018 11:13 AM

36 sometimes need more time during consultations 1/25/2018 11:00 AM

37 hard to get to speak to GP 1/25/2018 10:57 AM
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